
Take Your Phones Out!
This session will utilize the tool “Poll Everywhere” to facilitate our discussions.

Follow the directions below to connect and get ready to participate!

Text: 

cbaproviders
To the number: 

22333



Session Goals

By the end of this session, participants will be able to:

• Describe the case for a Moodle-based LMS responsive redesign, as 
demonstrated by a real-world case-study,

• Explain the goals of a responsive LMS redesign;

• Describe the process and steps undertaken in a successful 
responsive LMS redesign initiative; and, 

• Identify challenges and lessons learned that can be applied to future 
responsive LMS redesign projects.



About Us



What is HealtheKnowledge?

• Established in 2008 (as attcelearn.org) with funding from Federal Government 
addiction programs

• Online courses have expanded beyond behavioral health, to reproductive 
health, behavioral health business, STD prevention, and grant writing

• About 5,700 active learners at any time; 42 self-paced courses; 14 instructor-
led courses











The Old HealtheKnowledge & Mobile

=



How Did Mobile Learners React?
• Analytics showed that a relatively small percentage of learners (15%) 

were on mobile
• But … they spent much less time on the site and left (“bounced”) 

more often 
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Why Do We Care about Mobile?

• Adoption of mobile devices like smartphones and tablets continues to grow1

• Ownership of desktop and laptop computers has been declining1

• Roughly 30% of Americans now own a computer, a tablet, and a smartphone2

• The “mobile mind shift” means more consumers (and learners!) expect mobile3

1 Pew Research Center, October 29, 2015. Technology Device Ownership: 2015 http://www.pewinternet.org/2015/10/29/technology-device-ownership-2015/
2 Pew Research Center, November 25, 2015. Smartphone, Computer or Tablet? 36% of Americans own all three. http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2015/11/25/device-ownership/

3 Forrester Research, June 27, 2014 . The Mobile Mind Shift [Infographic] http://www.slideshare.net/forrester/forrester-mobile-mindshift



Snap Theme to the Rescue
• Moodlerooms developed theme and released as open source to the community
• First Moodle theme developed with Section 508/WCAG compliance in mind
• In addition, the theme (Snap) is specially geared to be mobile-friendly



[ DESKTOP ]

Consistent User Experience
• Priority is on ease of use for learners, whether on desktop, tablet or 

mobile
• Snap theme provides a consistent user experience that adapts to 

learners’ devices
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Rethinking the User Experience

• Using “mobile-first” web design, making it easier to interact with the system

Previously:
• Lots of dense text in small-size fonts
• Not clear where to click to register
• Users often clicked on the course 

title instead of the registration link



Rethinking the User Experience

• Using “mobile-first” web design, making it easier to interact with the system

Redesign:
• High-contrast, bold text descriptions
• Clear accreditations & credit hours
• Course format illustrated with an icon
• Registration link stands out clearly



Rethinking the User Experience

Previously:
• Learners first had to decide what type 

of course they wanted, then look at 
topics

• Feedback told us that learners had 
trouble finding courses in their field

• How can learners find the most relevant courses for their work?



Rethinking the User Experience
• How can learners find the most relevant courses for their work?

Redesign:
• Searchable course titles and descriptions
• Courses organized by topic and sub-topic
• Each sub-topic has just a handful of 

courses, rather than a long list
• Learners can quickly find relevant 

courses



Rethinking Course Navigation
• Using “mobile-first” web design, breaking courses down into bite-sized 

chunks

Previously:
• Most courses were all on one page
• Navigating required lots of scrolling
• Icons were small and functions are 

sometimes hard to guess



Rethinking Course Navigation
• Using “mobile-first” web design, breaking courses down into bite-sized 

chunks

Redesign:
• Each section of a course is on its own 

page, with large course navigation links
• Large links to “read more”, linked 

content, icons for file types (e.g., PDFs)



So: How Do We Know it’s Working?

• Before launch: Gathered feedback from internal and external users
• One year post-launch: Survey users, check our mobile/tablet analytics



Analytics Show Results
• Analytics now show a higher share of users are on mobile and tablet 

devices
• User experience improvement overall has resulted in lower bounce rates



Challenges

• Moving to a new host at same time as theme upgrade
• Older courses not set-up for mobile learning
• Learning curve for learners
• Course developers/instructional designers not familiar 

with new theme



Lessons Learned

• Need to prep learners and course developers well in 
advance of changes

• Thorough review of all course content and how it 
reacts to new theme essential

• Can not do enough user testing!



Next Steps

• Upgrading to newer version of theme will address 
some sticking points for users and course developers

• Tailoring courses for mobile learning
• Developing a course standardization checklist
• Streamlining new registration process



Questions & Discussion

Now, we want to hear about your experiences 
designing for the mobile learner!

Are you working towards optimizing for mobile?
What has worked?

What have been some challenges?



Thank You!

Erin Hobbs, MPA
Associate Program Director

hobbse@umk.edu

Jennifer Dixey, MLS
LMS Administrator
dixeyj@umkc.edu

mailto:hobbse@umk.edu
mailto:dixeyj@umkc.edu
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